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Get your blocked drains fixed by
 
Brisbane’s Expert Plumbers
 BOOK NOW 
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A Proven Technology
The pipe lining product installed has been used in over 10000 repairs over the past 15 years in Australia.
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Industry Experience
The Franchisor owner of Pipe Rescue is a pioneering figure in the pipe relining industry, with over 15 years experience in drainage, trenchless or no dig pipe repair.
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Backed by Warranty
Pipe Rescue’s industry leading 50-year warranty is backed by our supplier of Epoxy-brand pipe liner, Nuflow Technologies, a highly-trusted name which continues to stand the test of time.








More than relining sewer pipes.
 Stop corrosion in its tracks with epoxy pipe coating.
Metal, copper, iron and steel pipes that are exposed to oxygen will corode given enough time. Epoxy coating stops that process. We blast the pipe with grit to remove all existing debris & expose bare metal. Then epoxy is ‘shot’ into the line, moving the resin into the system whilst bonding to the walls. Once cured the pipe is ready to go straight back into service. Environmentally friendly non structural pipe relining solution.
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Safer Than Digging
Digging up pipes comes with no guarantee of success, and using the same product in the same environment will yield same results that led to the problem. Before you know it, you’ll be paying another Brisbane plumber to do the same job all over again. Pipe relining, also known as trenchless pipe repair, is a cost-effective way to keep your pipes clear for good. Contact the Nuflow pipe experts for south and northside repairs today.





Trenchless Pipe Relining is Affordable, Safe & Smart.
Using the latest Nuflow technology, the Reline technicians at Pipe Rescue can clean out blocked drains and repair leaking sewer pipes without digging great big trenches through your property. The product we use when relining pipes have been used in over 7000 drainage repairs over the past 15 years in Australia.





Epoxy Coating Scope & Advantages
	[image: ]12mm-300mm diameter scope
	[image: ]Withstands the PSI rate of the host pipe
	[image: ]Can flex with pipe movement over time
	[image: ]AS/NZ 4020:2005 approved (safe for drinking water)
	[image: ]Minimal disruption






Need a plumber in Brisbane who knows how to fix hard to access pipes, sewers and blocked drains?
Digging up broken sewers, drains and pipes is expensive, and replacing them with the same type of pipe generally leads to the same problem happening again.


 Book today
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OUR GALLERY

 SEE MORE
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WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
“After using many plumbers to unblock my drain that blocks up twice a year, i now have a 50-year guarantee that the problem is a dead issue. Couldn’t be happier to recommend to anyone thinking of using pipe rescue.”
Jennifer Shillington Home Owner – Ashgrove



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
“Sent a plumber out late on a weekend and had the drain unblocked within 30 minutes when another plumber couldn’t. In an industry full of average, these guys are at the top.”
Tammy Watts Home Owner – Paddington



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
“Thanks so much! You guys are seriously life savers. Happy to recommend you to our other stores”
Owen Grattan  Property Manager – Mount Gravatt



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
“I almost gave up on getting our blocked drain repaired, a friend recommended Pipe Rescue and they were able to unblock the drain in 15 minutes, when another plumber couldn’t, it in 2 hours. I only wish i had called you first”
Robert Alberico Landlord – Alderley
 



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
“If you have a blocked drain, these are the guys you call. We don’t even bother with anyone else, they know how to unblock drains that other can’t”
Jackson Sheppard Property Manager – Chermside








Pipe Repairs, Relining, and Drain Unblocking in Brisbane
When one of the drains in your south or northside house becomes blocked, it doesn’t take long for it to cause some serious headaches. Tried clearing it yourself to no avail? Turn to the drainage clearing team at Pipe Rescue. Our licensed team of plumbers and drainage experts are the first call in a pipe or drain emergency for Brisbane’s south and northside residents. We operate We get our hands dirty so that you don’t have to – we know what to look for when your sewer pipe starts misbehaving, either due to a blockage or a need for relining with Nuflow technology. We are also able to offer no dig – also known as trenchless – pipe repairs. Reach out to our leak detection team to find out how we can sort out the drainage issues in your house.
We Handle Blocked Sewer Pipes, No Dig Repairs, And Drain Clearing
A licensed team of drain, pipes, and sewer unblocking experts, Pipe Rescue is proud to offer residents in Brisbane’s south and northsides a range of services. We tackle everything from Nuflow sewer pipe relining, clearing blocked drains, leak detection and doing repairs to fix damage and leaks. Trenchless (no dig) pipe repairs are one of our specialities, as well as offering leak detection, and stormwater drain clearing. When a blocked drain or pipe is wreaking havoc in your south or northside home, reach out to Pipe Rescue for drainage clearing service you can count on.
Brisbane’s Reliable Drainage Pipe Rescuers
Comprising experts with years of experience unblocking drains using standard and Nuflow trenchless techniques, our plumbers will assess the issue that’s affecting your pipes or drains, using top of the range leak detection equipment, and effectively get them unblocked and running as normal. You can reach out to us on 1300 783 858 and we’ll have a specialist plumber out to your south and northside property as soon as possible.





About us

Our family plumbing businesses have been providing Queenslanders with drainage solutions for over 60 years. Spanning 4 generations from Cairns to the Tweed. We know plumbing inside and out. We invite you to find out why we have been around so long.
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Contact Us

	Phone: 1300-783-858
	Address: Toowong QLD 4051
	Email: [email protected]
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